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Abstract 

 

 

 

 

 This master thesis is dedicated to configuration of a test mesh network consisting 

of eight Linux based machines and development of traffic generator based on network 

simulator ns3. In general, the purpose of the testbed is to create real environment and 

run experimental scenarios based on traffic generated by the network simulator. Ns-3 is 

the first simulator supporting feeding the simulated data traffic into the real network. 

Normally, it is very hard to compare the results of the real-world experiments with the 

results obtained inside a simulator. This is because the implementation of network 

protocols is different in the two environments. By using the same traffic patterns both 

within the simulator and the real testbed will make the comparison fair. This can also be 

used to more accurate calibration of the simulator’s parameters in order to realistically 

model the behavior of the real network.  
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1. Introduction 

 

 

1.1 Problem area 

 

 

1.1.1 Mesh networking 

 

This section is dedicated to consideration of basic aspect of mesh networking. In 

general, mesh networks are self-organized and allows establishing typical ad-hoc 

network automatically by client nodes. Mesh network automatically maintain 

connectivity and support dynamic reconfiguration. 

There are two existing types of mesh nodes: routers and client nodes. Routers are 

static, in general, and usually have powerful software component and few network 

interfaces to support different wireless technologies. Sometimes, mesh routers are used 

as gateway between mesh backbone and other networks. But anyway, main function of 

mesh routers is backbone forming. 

Architecture of mesh networks contains three types of networks: 

1. Backbone network (figure 1) – network between mesh routers which used one of 

the existing radio technologies. Gateway functionality allows enabling Internet access 
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within mesh network. 

 

Figure 1. Mesh backbone network 

2. Client network – usually, it is conventional ad hoc networks with extended 

requirements for end-user devices because of self healing and self configuration 

features of mesh networks. 

3. Hybrid mesh network – mixed backbone and client types (figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Hybrid mesh network. 
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So, technology has a lot of features and advantages but problems also exist. 

Currently, there are a lot of researches need to be done in mesh networking field. A lot 

of important problems exist now. Issues with throughput decreasing in case of multihop 

connections, imperfection of existing routing protocols and a lot of other problems are 

pointed in modern research community [1, 5]. 

 

1.1.2 ns3 (Network Simulator 3) 

 

Network Simulator 3 is discrete - time event - based network simulator with 

great opportunities. It has implementations of great amount of different protocols and 

it amount is growing every day. NS3 can be used not only for research purposes, 

but also for education. There are a lot of examples and tutorials can be found at the 

Internet. One more advantage is that NS3 is completely free software, licensed 

under GNU GPLv2 license. It great works under Linux, but there are a lot of 

methods, how to use it in Windows. 

 

1.1.2.1 NS3 overview 

 

Main goal of NS3 project is to create a simulation tool which corresponds to 

modern needs of research community. Due to it, NS3 corresponds to main courses in 

communications. Table 1 represents last releases of NS3: 
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Release Modifications 

ns-3.4: Apr 2009 - Tap Device 

- Object names 

- new Wifi models 

- calendar queue 

scheduler 

- allinone build 

system 

ns-3.5: July 2009 - 802.11e MAC EDCA 

- 802.11n A-MSDU 

frame aggregation 

- 802.11b PHY 

- Nakagami loss 

- Gamma, Erlang, 

Zipf random variables 

ns-3.6: Oct 2009 - Minstrel rate control 

- WiFi Athstats and 

5/10MHz channels 

- IPv6 radvd, ICMP 

- 802.11s mesh 

- Nix-vector routing 

- Flow Monitor 

ns-3.7: Jan 2010 - 802.11p PHY 

- AODV 

- Waypoint mobility 

- NetAnim 

- IPv6 Extension and 

Option headers 

ns-3.8: May 2010 - MPI-based sims 

- WiMAX 

- 802.11n Block Ack 

- Gauss-Markov and 

steady state random 

waypoint mobility models 

- Matrix prop. loss mode 

- Two-way ray prop model 

 

Table 1. NS3 progress in last year [6] 

 

From this table, one can see that NS3 project is really flexible and inclusive 

simulation software. It provides really actual protocol stacks and gives an opportunity to 

work with the newest technologies in virtual environment. 
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1.2 Thesis Objectives 

 

 

1) To run test mesh network for further experiments. 

2) To make network configuration procedure fully automatically. 

3) To find a solution for redirection of ns3 simulated traffic to specified test 

network. 

4) To investigate mesh nodes based interference influence on single wi-fi link. 
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2. Theory 

 

 

2.1 Bash scripting 

 

 

During all work we need to do a lot of trivial operations, such as, network 

configuration, experimental results processing and a lot of other different things. For 

this purposes, we use different application and scripting languages. The main one was 

Bash scripting language. 

Bash [9] is command language interpreter for GNU systems. It provides huge 

functionality in combination with simplicity of language. Bash is embedded in all 

linux packages and its usage is very simple. Just open empty text file in your favorite 

text editor and start scripting. Then save it under “.sh” extension and run via 

command line. 

One does not need any special skills, to use bash. It is enough to go through 

any tutorial and then use it for your purposes. Bash is the best choice for any type of 

GNU system configuration, automatically installations or simple variations of data 

processing. Also it can be used for some simple calculations. Very big disadvantage 

of bash is that it cannot work with real numbers. Exists some methods, how to do it, 

but it is very bulky and takes too much time. So, if one needs to do some 

calculation, bash is not best choice. In our case, bash provides great tool for 
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configuration of mesh network and helps in processing of some experimental data. 

 

2.2 Tools for network testing and configuration 

 

In this chapter will be considered different tools [3], which can help to analyze 

network performance and to localize any failures or network misconfiguration. 

Note, that some functionality is available only for root, or for sudo users. 

At first let's consider some simple tools, which are usually embedded in Linux 

package. 

 

 ifconfig – shows a lot of information about network interfaces and its 

configuration. Usage of this utility provides an opportunity to easily change a 

lot of interface parameters, such as network and mac addresses, interface mode 

and etc. Also it is used to up or down interface. Usage of ifconfig completely 

described on ifconfig manual page ('man ifconfig' in command line). 

 

 

 iptables – embedded Linux firewall. Using it, one can create a lot of different 

firewall rules such as: to drop all packets from any remote host, to disable 

forward transmission for your machine and etc. 
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 ping – it can check availability of any remote host from network. It sends single 

packets with some time interval. Then utility receives echo reply from remote 

host. 

 

 

 

 route – utility, which can show and modify current ip routing table. Using it, 

one can add new route or delete existing one, to add route to external network or 

simply change current routes. 

So that, it is obvious that Linux has really wide opportunities for network 

configuration even in basic package. Now let's consider some tools which can be 

easily installed from Linux repository: 

 iw – utility with great possibilities concerning wireless communications. It can 

change all parameters of wireless interface and network. Changing of channel, 
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rate, SSID, TX power becomes very simple task with usage of iw. Utility 

includes different commands, but main one is iwconfig. Output i s  

represented on picture below. 

 

 

 traceroute – useful utility which shows trace of packet transmission from one 

host to another. Another words, it shows, all forward devices on packet route. 

Another interesting thing is opportunity to check availability of any port on remote 

machine. If it is unavailable, remote host send ICMP notification “destination port 

unreachable”. 

 wireshark – very famous and powerful tool for traffic capture and tracing. It shows 

exhaustive information about packets, and it is the best tool for collecting of 

experimental data, or for testing of some application which works via network. One 

can see which information transmitted in any packet, source and destination 

addresses and a lot of other things 

One more important tool for network performance analysis is jperf. It is graphic 

shell for iperf traffic generator. Generally, iperf have command line interface and 
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sometimes it is not very useful. Jperf does not provide new opportunities for iperf 

except one. Jperf has analyzer of iperf output, which can plot graphs. It sounds quite 

usual, but this tool has some feature. It plot graphs in real time, so one can visually 

observe how bandwidth changed in real time, during transmission. Jperf interface is 

shown on picture below. 

 

 

Figure 3. jperf interface. 

Real time results analysis can be used for some interesting tests. For example, 

one can run jperf to monitor bandwidth, and at the same time do some acrivity in 

network and try to catch influence of user’s activity. Obviously, that graphical 

interfaces much more useful then command line. One can edit all traffic parameters in 

jperf, running it with one button and work with it. Instead of it, if one uses command 

line, it is needed to write very long command, for specification of all traffic 

parameters. Another useful feature is opportunity to save configuration of iperf and 

load it next time. 
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2.3 Linux logs 

 

Each operating system uses logs to record all what happens in system during 

uptime. In some situations, it can be very useful tool for detection and localization of 

some failures. In Linux, all system logs can be found in /var/log/ directory. Ubuntu 

has different types of logs, so let's consider the most important of them [3]. 

 Syslog – general log, which records different system messages. 

 Messages – general messages and system related stuff 

 Boot – records all booting related information 

 Secure – secure related information 

 Authentication – information about currently logged in and logged out users 

Log filling is controlled, using its configuration files. There one can edit rules, 

what should be logged, and what can be missed. Below is an example of typical Linux 

log file. 

 

Logs named above are embedded in any Linux distributive. Very important point in 

logging is that some applications also put there logs in /var/log/ (e.g. apache).  

There are two best ways, how to parse logs in Linux based systems using command 

line: 

1) The first one is using “less” utility. It is very useful tool which is very useful for 

working with big text documents (sometimes log file can have a size about 
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hundreds of megabytes). It loads text document by parts, which provides 

comfortable conditions for analysis. It has an embedded search system with many 

features. This type of parsing could be called “static” 

2) The second one is “dynamic” parsing. “tail” utility used here with “-f” option. In 

result, user is able to see messages recording in log in real time. This is useful for 

fixing some periodic issues. 
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3. Methods 

 

 

3.1 Test network 

 

3.1.1 Testbed description 

 

My work is part of big project, which main goal was to investigate different 

parameters of IEEE 802.11s standard and to compare results of computer simulations 

with real experiments. The first criteria for this testbed is to represent typical 

aspects of 802.11s network topology. Main aspect is multi-hop topology. The easiest 

way to do it is to create chain topology. In our case testbed consists of 8 machines 

connected in chain. Another important thing is to implement 802.11s protocol on 

testbed machines. It became possible using open 802.11s package [8]. It based on 

mac 802.11 wireless stack and provides all features of 802.11s technology. 

All testbed machines have installed Linux Ubuntu. System used due to it 

wide spreading and a lot of related documentation in networking area. Wireless 

adapters are D-LINK DWL-G122 (http://www.dlink.com/products/?pid=334). 

Parameters of testbed machines are shown below. 

 

 

 Operating system – Ubuntu 9.04(jaunty) 

http://www.dlink.com/products/?pid=334
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 Kernel – Linux 2.6.32-rc5-wl 

 

 CPU – Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4, 2.4 GHz 

 

 RAM – 256 Mb 

 

 HDD – 109.3 Gb 

 

 

 

Also, there are two different networks in testbed. One is for monitoring and 

management and another is for running tests. Monitoring and management network is 

described in [4]. 

Main disadvantage of testbed is short distance between machines, so to make 

experiments more realistic, one need two increase distances between machines by 

replacing of them to avoid too much influence of interference between wireless adapters. 
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3.1.2 Testbed configuration 

 

Main feature here is using of open802.11s package in our machines. We have 

new type of interface - “mp” (Mesh point). One more interesting point is that we use 

special parameter - “mesh_id”, which is analog of SSID in simple networks. 

Now let's consider network configuration. First times all configurations of network 

doing manually and it took too long time. Obvious solution was to create script of 

automatically configuration. For this purposes we used BASH scripting language. 

Script consists of two files, one of which corresponds to configuration of interfaces 

and network, and another one – to routing and firewall settings. 

Now let's see how this configuration system works and how to use it. Main file 

here is myfirst.sh at home directory. 

From 10th to 17th line there is list of mac addresses, which corresponds to our 

wireless adapters. If administrator add new machine to testbed, it is needed to add its 

mac address to this list. Also one needs to change parameter at the third line of script. 

 

Line 27 and 28 is running of configuration script, which creates mesh interface 

and network. Generaly configure.sh requires few parameters. 

 

1. Name of basic interface. It is interface which is base for creation of virtual mesh 

interface. 

2. Name of virtual mesh interface 

 

3. IP address, which assigned with mesh interface 

 

4. Channel. It is very important parameter because all your machines should work at 

the same channel. It is also important for investigation purposes, because it is 

better to use testbed at some “isolated” environment without any networks at the 

same channel. 
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5. Transmission rate. In our case at first it was 11 Mbits/s due to limitation of 

USB 1.0 standard which used for connection of wireless adapters. Now, we use 

new usb cards: USB 2.0 5-Port PCI Card, produced by BELKIN(R). In result, we 

get transmission rate till 54 Mbit/s. 

The next step after upping mesh network is definition of gateways. In this testbed 

topology it can be done very simple, because all neighbors of any node are its 

gateways. Lines 41-53 is routing algorithm which provides chain topology in testbed. 

Line 54 is the most important for chain topology, because it allows node to 

forward incoming packets to neighbor. Last part of configuration is filling the firewall 

rules (in Linux it is iptabes). For filling it, script uses list of mac addresses described 

above. The last important line is 86. It is not so important for mesh networking, but it 

is important for application which use local server for its purposes. If this line is not 

exists, firewall will block traffic to localhost of machine. For example, it can lead to 

inactive state of monitoring system. 

Important point is to completely disable activity of NetworkManager on testbed 

machine. Other method is to add rule for network manager to ignore mesh interface. In 

other case, NetworkManager will prevent to create mesh network on machine. 

By default NetworkManager applet starts while machine booting. The simplest 

way to disable network manager is to delete its applet from autostart menu. To do it, go 

to System ->Preferences->Startup Applications. Then in menu one need to find 

NetworkManager applet and delete it from the list. To setup mesh network on testbed 

machine, just type next command in command line: 

 

sudo ./myfirst.sh <machine number(1,2,3...)> 

If all is ok, output like on below picture should be shown. The first part shows 

current routing table and one can verify content of it. The second one shows current 

configuration of mesh interface. Here one needs to verify ip address of mesh interface. 

The last one is firewall rules. Here is shown, which hosts can communicate with this 

machine. We use chain topology and any host can have only two neighbors. So that one 
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need to verify that there is correct mac addresses in firewall rules. 
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So, now mesh network is used on machine and one can run any test with 

it. Network default configuration is below: 

 Channel – 1 

 Transmission rate – 11 Mbps 

 Network address – 192.168.2.0 

 Name of created interface - “mesh” 

Finally, to completely automate configuration process we create an autostart 

script. One can do it by typing next commands: 

 

1. sudo gedit /etc/init.d/autostart.script (it creates empty file of autostart) 

 

2. sudo chmod +x /etc/init.d/autostart.script (to make this file executable) 

 

3. sudo update-rc.d autostart.script defaults 95 (add it to autostart) 

Then, one can add to this file any commands, which need to be run, while 

machine booting. In result we have full automatically configuration system, which is 

very simple and flexible, and completely universal for any machine. 
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3.2 ns3 (Network Simulator 3) 

 

 

3.2.1 Real time scheduler 

 

As it was described before, we need to integrate NS3 traffic model to our 

testbed. One of the key components, which we need to discuss, is Real-Time 

Scheduler. 

If we use non-real time scheduler, our simulation goes event by event with 

frozen simulation time during each step and simulation time changed 

independently on system one. So, we need to send traffic via real network. There 

are two realizations of time model in NS3. The first one is default and characterized 

by next algorithm: all simulation goes step by step due to scheduler, but it do not 

taking in account real time. Other words 100 seconds simulation can be completed 

immediately if one send, for example, only 10 packets. It is not corresponds to real 

world, so we need to use another model, which name is Real-Time Scheduler. 

Ideology of its working is the same with non-real time scheduler, but with 

one main feature. Real-Time Scheduler also froze simulation time during event 

execution, but between events it tries to align simulation time with machine one. 

This mechanism can be explained by simple example. After finishing of some event 

execution, scheduler look through its events, find next one which should be done. 

Then scheduler compares time of next scheduled event with machine time. If next 

event is scheduled for future time, simulator sleeps until this time is reached by 

machine timer and then, execute scheduled event. 
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3.2.2 ns3 emulation 

 

Main goal in ns3 field was to integrate NS3 traffic model to testbed. 

Other words to create traffic generator, which generates NS3 traffic used in 

simulations. It should be very useful tool, because using it becomes possible to 

do completely comparison of real experiment and simulated experiment. 

Now, about realization of this idea. At picture one can see method, how to 

redirect traffic from simulated network to testbed. 

 

 

Figure 4. Integration of ns3 traffic model in real network 

 

The most interesting thing at this method is EmuNetDevice. It is the most 

important tool which allows creating link between emulated device in NS3 and 

real hardware in testbed machine. Now let's consider, in detail, how to use it and 

how it works. 
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3.2.3 ns3 traffic generator 

 

 

Using EmuNetDevice makes possible to send NS3 packets over real 

network. EmuNetDevice based on interface which is in promiscuous mode. It 

open raw socket and associate it with basic interface. 

The first important thing is to use real time simulator implementation. It is 

quite important, because by default, simulation completes as fast as possible 

what is not corresponding to reality. It is very simple to use real time 

implementation, just by typing one line: 

 

GlobalValue::Bind 

("SimulatorImplementationType", StringValue 

("ns3::RealtimeSimulatorImpl")); 

 

It sets global variable SimulatorImplementationType to value 

RealtimeSimulatorImpl. Result of this code is that simulation time, which user 

can set as a parameter of simulation will correspond to time in real world. 

After this, there is a lot of typical classes, helpers, and application, but with 

some features: 

1. IP addresses assigned to nodes in simulation should correspond to IP 

addresses in real network. 

2. Creation of EmuNetDevice is the same like creation of simple ns3 

NetDevice, but there is one the most important attribute which need to be set. It 

is DeviceName, other words, name of underlying interface. So, one should 

assign name of network interface supposed to be used for transmission of NS3 

packets to testbed to specified parameter. 

 

3. Another important point is to assign correct mac addresses for all devices. 
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While EmuNetDevice is creating, NS3 assign to devices special addresses, by 

default. For addresses generation NS3 uses OUI (Organizationally Unique 

Identifier) 00:00:00. This vendor is not corresponds to any organization, so 

there is no precondition to conflicts between EmuNetDevice and real 

hardware. It is useful thing, if one has a lot of other packets in your 

networks and wants to filter NS3 packets. In our case we have not got any 

other traffic in network, and we have already created firewall rules for our 

testbed as it was described in previous section. So, we need to assign mac 

addresses in corresponding to real hardware. One can do it using next code: 

 

Mac48Address mas_adr []={"00:26:5a:01:45:cd",

 "00:24:01:14:42:26", "00:24:01:14:42:28",  

"00:24:01:9f:04:d2",  "00:24:01:9f:04:cb", "00:24:01:9f:04:e1", 

"00:24:01:9f:04:c7", "00:24:01:9f:04:63"}; 

int k; 

 

uint32_t j = 0; 

 

for (k=0;k<8;++k) 

 

{ 

 

Ptr<NetDevice> nd = d.Get (j); 

 

Ptr<EmuNetDevice> ed = nd->GetObject<EmuNetDevice> (); 

 

ed->SetAddress (mas_adr[j]); 

 

j++; 

 

} 
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Array mac_adr consists of hardware addresses. Important thing here, is do 

not forget to include library mac48-address.h because it is allow to use 

Mac48Address variables. 

4. Also one should not forget to enable checksum using, because, by default 

it is not enable. It can lead to situation, when all your packets will be 

considered by some capture tool (for example Wireshark), like damaged. 

It can be enabled using global variable ChecksumEnabled: 

 

 

GlobalValue::Bind ("ChecksumEnabled", BooleanValue (true)); 

 

 

5. Important aspect regarding routing mechanism need to be pointed here. 

Here we need to use static routing to create chain topology. One can find 

this algorithm in full source file for NS3 traffic generator at the Appendix 

A. Actually, it is only one difficult thing, which should be changed, if 

one wants to use this tool in another network. 

Well known that, the all of traffic generators have client-server architecture. 

Side described above is client side. Server application is much simpler. It opens 

socket on real net device and wait for client transmitting. Then it prints content 

of field “data” from received packet. Also it calculate amount of received 

packets. Source code for server application can be found after code of client 

side in appendix A. 
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3.2.4 Generator usage 

 

 

There are two ways, to use NS3 traffic generator. The first one is directly 

from NS3 root directory using line: 

 

sudo ifconfig mesh promisc (to set promiscuous mode for mesh interface) 

 

./waf --run “traffic_generator_v1 --parameter=value ...” 

 

As parameters can be different things, and let's do short overview of them: 

 

1.  deviceName – name of underlying interface (type: string, default=mesh)  

2.  nods – source node (type: uint32_t, default=1) 

 

3.  nodd – destination node (type: uint32_t, default=3) 

 

4.  protocol – TCP or UDP (type:integer, UDP=1, TCP=other numbers, UDP 

used by default) 

 

5.  packetSize – type: uint32_t, default=1024, Bytes 

 

6.  rate – only for TCP (type: string, default=11Mbps) 

 

7.  maxPacketCount – amount of packets  for transmission  (type: uint32_t, 

default=50) 

8.  simulation_time – type: double, default=20.0, Seconds 

 

9.  interPacketInterval – time delay between two packets sending, only for 

UDP (type:Time, default=0.1s) 

10. content_flag – This flag can enable or disable packet filling by some data 
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(type: uint32_t, default=1) 

 

11. packet_content – this argument can be used only if content_flag=1 (type: 

string, default=”NS3_generated_packet”). Important point is that using 

of this field leads to changing of packet size, to value, which corresponds 

to user content. If one wants to set packet size manually, it is easy to do 

by setting content_flag to zero value and then it is possible to change 

packet size. 

 

 

It is the way, how to use generator directly from command line. Other  

way,  it can be run more “friendly” with using of simple shell written in BASH. 

This shell will ask to insert all parameters of transmitted traffic. Other case, if 

one does not need all of it, generator could be ran under default configuration by 

correspondent menu point. Important point in shell usage is that one need to 

specify path to NS3 root directory. It can be done in file ns3generation.sh at the 

beginning of code. 

After running client application one should see output with numbered 

received NS3 packets and its content, if it was specified before. One can see 

example of ns3UDPserver output at picture below. 

 

 

 

 

This generator completely supports only UDP protocol, now. It caused by 
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problems with establishing of TCP connection due to differences in NS3 TCP client 

application and TCP server on remote host. Generally, problem is that TCP 

“handshake” procedure could not be completed. 

 

3.2.5 Reverse integration. Real network inside in ns3 scenario 

 

As we discuss interaction between NS3 and real world, we should consider 

one more realization of it. Previously, we consider EmuNetDevice, which 

provides an opportunity to send NS3 packets to real network. At the NS3 exists 

another model of interaction between real hardware and simulation scenario. 

Name of this is Tap NetDevice. It provides an opportunity to use real machine as 

node in NS3 simulation. Basically it was created to use NS3 in virtual machines 

environment. Example of this is represented at below picture. 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Tap NetDevice  

 

Let's consider this example. There is one host with three active virtual 

machines on it. Central one is used for simulation. Two nodes of simulation use 

Tap NetDevice, which create bridge between virtual machine and NS3 node. So, 
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we get two virtual machines, connected in one network emulated NS3 channel. 

General idea of Tap NetDevice usage is to see how native application works 

in NS3 large simulations. If one tests some network software in real world, 

there are a lot of limitations, such as network size, used protocol stack, 

transmission medium. In NS3 it is possible to create any network with any size, 

any medium and etc. One can test software in different conditions without 

problems, using example, described above. So, it can be really useful thing for 

software developers. 

We consider its working on simple example using one of our testbed 

machines. Let’s do short introduction in TAP devices, before this consideration. 

In computer networks, TAP and TUN are virtual network drivers of kernel. 

Another words, it is software network adapter which is differ from hardware 

adapter. TAP is simulates an Ethernet device and work on the second layer of OSI 

model with Ethernet frames. TUN works at network layer of OSI and responsible 

for routing. TAP, in turn, is responsible for network bridge creation. 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Example of TAP device working. 
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Let's consider how it works. Packet, send by operating system via TUN/TAP 

device, processed by some application, which control TUN/TAP device. Then, this 

application also can send packets, using TUN/TAP device. In that case TUN/TAP 

device include this packet in network stack of operating system. So that for 

system, it seems like this packet was received from external device. 

To use this opportunities in Linux, i t  i s  needed to install few packets. 

The first one is uml-utilities and another one is bridge-utils. It is easy to do, 

using apt-get utility: 

 

sudo apt-get install uml-

utilities sudo apt-get install 

bridge-utils 

 

After this, it is possible, to create TUN/TAP device on machine. Let's 

consider how to do it. Lower, there is short manual, how to create TAP device and 

bridge. 

 

1. To create new TAP device 

 

sudo tunctl -t <tap_interface_name> 

 

2. Up created interface in promiscuous mode with empty IP address 

 

sudo ifconfig <tap_interface_name> 0.0.0.0 promisc up 

 

3. To create new bridge 

 

sudo brctl addbr <bridge_name> 
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4. To include created interface in bridge 

 

sudo brctl addif <bridge_name> <tap_interface_name> 

5. Up bridge under needed IP address 

 

sudo ifconfig <bridge_name> <bridge_ip> netmask <netmask> up 

 

Now, we have TAP device working at place. So, we can continue with 

consideration of NS3 TAP example. Discussed example can be found at 

/examples/tap/ directory. File name is tap- wifi-dumbbell.cc. 

Let's represent its working using ping utility. Our goal is to send ping 

request to simulated network and receive reply. By default, this example runs in 

mode of automatically configuration. For understanding, it is better to use 

UseBridge mode. It is easy to do by running example with special parameters. 

 

 

./waf --run "tap-wifi-dumbbell --mode=UseBridge --tapName=mytap2" 

 

tapName – is name of created tap device. It can be done, by instruction 

above, or using instruction from NS3 example. 

Before example  running, one should check that bridge was created successfully. It 

can be checked by ifconfig, which output should be like: 
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Then, one needs to use two terminals. One for NS3 simulation and another one is 

for virtual host pinging. One can see working example on picture below. 

This is just easy example but it represent main concept of TAP based simulations 

and gives an understanding of its practical usage. 
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4. Evaluation 
 

 

 

This chapter summarizes my thesis’ solutions and shortly describes points 

regarding improvement of my project. The first point which needs to be considered 

is test network configuration. Currently it based on script, which configure network 

automatically during operating system booting. It is easy and reliable solution, but 

main disadvantage here is absents of any management opportunities. Currently all 

maintenance operations need to be done via command line. 

One of the possible ways to realize it is integration of custom management 

plugin in some open-source monitoring system. Basically, it was considered for 

Nagios Monitoring system in [4]. It could be also implemented in bash script using 

ssh protocol. 

Regarding ns3 traffic generator, solution seems to be fine, but two 

disadvantaged are obvious. The first one is that TCP traffic generation is not 

supported for now. It caused by non-synchronized procedures of connection 

establishment in ns3 and TCP in Linux. There are two solutions of this problem: 

1. Running ns3 TCP server instead of Linux based one. 

2. Adjusting of TCP connection establishment from ns3 side. 

The second problem with ns3 traffic generator is in server application 

starting. It does not have functionality for remote automatically remote starting. Of 
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course, it could be done by SSH, but it is not so useful. This functionality could be 

implemented in general management system for testbed which was mentioned 

above. 
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5. Experiment 
 

 

 

This part of thesis reflects common work of our research group during mesh 

networks investigation. Unfortunately time frames do not allow me to use 

mentioned ns3 traffic generator in this experiment, but it will be completed in my 

future works. Idea of ns3 implementation for experiment is in following: 

1. First of all ns3 traffic generator should be used for traffic generation between 

two nodes. Currently iperf is used for this purpose. 

2. All experimental scenarios should be duplicated in correspondent ns3 

simulations.  

3. Results of real and emulated experiments need to be compared. 

Rest part of chapter is exhaustive description of performed experiment and its 

results evaluation. 
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 5.1 Introduction 

 Goal of experiment was to investigate influence of interference on wi-fi link. 

To reach this goal we use some special equipment. First of all, important feature of 

experiment was using of 802.11s (mesh) nodes to create interference for tested wi-

fi link. It was equipment of CRL company (Sweden, http://www.crlsweden.com/). 

To create tested link, we have used wireless adapters D-LINK DWL-G122 

(http://www.dlink.com/products/?pid=334). Experiment performed in the country, 

because it provides minimal external interference.  

 

 At the picture below one can see positions of all equipment. 

Figure 7. Experiment scheme 

Table 2. Equipment coordinates 

Equipment Coordinates 

Mesh nodes  65 38' 35” 22 6'57” 

Server 65 38'27” 22 07'00” 

Client 65 38' 27” 22 07' 10” 

 

http://www.dlink.com/products/?pid=334
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Table 3 .Distances between nodes 

Equipment Distance, m 

Mesh nodes - Server 248,83 

Server - Client 127,11 

 

 Now, let's consider methodology of experiment. The first thing we need to 

do is to provide maximal distance between mesh nodes and server. Two mesh 

nodes are situated in car and two antennas are on the roof. At first we need to find 

critical distance, where signal of mesh node can be detected by server node. This 

distance should be as much as possible. Client and server are two laptops with D-

LINK wireless adapters. Then, we create two links. One is between mesh nodes, 

and another is between client and server. Configuration of links will be described 

later. Finally we start few runs with different rates and get needed values. 

 Now, let’s consider all details. 

 

 5.2 CRL mesh equipment 

 

 In experiment we use CRL mesh nodes [10]. This is portable mesh stations 

with high capacity battery. One charge is approximately equal to 25 hours of 

working state. It has two wireless interfaces. The first one is external (access 

point), and the second one is mesh interface which provides communication 

between mesh nodes. Also, it has Ethernet interface for configuration. Used Kernel 

is Linux 2.6.27.44, and interesting feature is Eclair OS 2.0 embedded Linux 

firmware. It is useful tool which helps to configure interfaces.  

 There are two methods, to get an access to web interface. The first one is via 

wireless interface. Another one is using of Ethernet connection. In the first case 

you should create new connection using SSID of mesh. Important thing for both 
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cases is to use correct ip addresses. It could be found in Eclair OS user guide. By 

default it is 10.5.0.1 with netmask 255.255.255.0 for wireless, and 192.168.3.2 

with same netmask for Ethernet. If you have been connected with correct 

parameters you should go to your web-browser and type address of mesh node and 

then type username and password. By default it is root (username) and crl 

(password). In result you should see next screen. 

Figure 8. Main page of Eclair web tool 

 

 The most important parameters here are marked by red stars. In the upper 

part there are configuration sections: general, interfaces, services, mesh driver, 

quality of service and license key. In our work, the most important section is 

interfaces. This section helps to configure all parameters for network interface, 

such as channel, ip address, mask and etc. This is more useful than via command 

line. The most important fields are also marked by red stars. 

 Now let's shortly consider rest sections. 

1. Services – settings of DHCP, NAT and Roaming control 
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2. Mesh driver – general mesh, MCMR (routing) parameters 

3. Quality of service – there're four queue types supported here. It is best effort, 

Background, Voice, Video. 

4. License key – here you should enter your license key to use Eclair Full 

Version Mode. 

 

Figure 9. Interfaces section in Eclair web tool 

 

 Now, let's come back to interfaces section. After change of any parameter, 

you must reboot your CRL device. But if you want to change parameters of 

interface, which you use for connection to CRL, you also need to change 
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parameters of connection on your own machine.  

 

5.3 How access to CRL nodes by SSH 

 

 Of course, web tool is very useful for nodes configuration, but what to do, if 

one need an access to kernel of this device, or if you want to install some special 

software on it? The best solution for these problems is SSH. This protocol is 

embedded to any Linux system and it is very simple in usage. We use Linux 

Ubuntu 2.6.31 to connect to mesh nodes via SSH. The main feature for Ubuntu is 

that root user is blocked by default. But for access to CRL nodes you need to be 

root user. You can unblock it in System->Administration->Users and Groups. For 

other operating system you should not do it but you also need to know root 

password.  

 Then you open terminal and type next commands: 

 

su (To change current user on root) 

ssh -p 22 <CRL node ip address> (To get an access to CRL node) 

 

 After, it should ask you to enter root password for CRL device. As you 

remember it is “crl”. If all is ok, you will see “Welcome” message from Eclair OS. 

If it is so, you can start to work. Your home directory is /root/ and you can do 

anything without sudo because you have already logged as root user. 

 

5.4 How to create traffic between CRL mesh nodes 

 

 There is not any embedded traffic generator in CRL nodes. So we decide to 

use iperf generator for this experiment. Let's say few words about usage of iperf on 

CRL devices. The hardest problem is lack of free space on CRL node. It has 4mb 
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of flash memory and 14mb of RAM memory. For running iperf we use binary file 

with size 593Kb. There was only 300Kb of free flash memory, so we decide to use 

RAM memory for its installation, but it has big disadvantage: you need to install 

iperf after every shutdown of mesh node. Let's see how to install iperf and how to 

work with it. 

 First thing, what should be done is to copy iperf binary file to RAM memory 

of mesh node. It can be done, using scp. SCP is utility, based on SSH protocol and 

it is used for coping files to remote host. Usage is very simple. Go to directory with 

iperf binary file and type command: 

 

scp iperf root@<CRL node ip address>:/tmp/ 

 

/tmp/ - is directory of RAM in CRL node. 

 Then you need to access to mesh node via SSH and go to /tmp/. After that, 

you check that file iperf exists in this directory (using ls command). And, finally, 

you need to do iperf executable file. It can be done by command: 

 

chmod +x iperf 

 

 To check that iperf works correctly, type ./iperf and in result you must see 

following output data: 

 

Usage: iperf [-s|-c host] [options] 

Try `iperf --help' for more information. 

 

 It tells that now, you can use iperf on mesh node. 

 All it explain how to install iperf on one node, but we need it for two nodes. 

If you want to configure and manage two mesh nodes from one machine, you need 

to use additional wireless adapter. You also must reconfigure external interface on 
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one of the mesh nodes. You need to do only two points: 

1. To change SSID name to something like ECLAIR AP2,3,4... You can use 

any name, which you want, but this format is more useful for future work. 

2. Other thing is to change ip address. Important thing is that you should 

change network address. 

 When it is done, you can have an access to both mesh nodes from one 

machine. For useful management you can use two terminals, one of which has a 

connection to client mesh node and other one – to server mesh node. When two 

connections are established, and two iperf generators are installed, we can start to 

generate traffic. 

 

5.5 Creation of tested link 

 

 Under tested link, we mean link between client and server on experiment 

scheme, which presented in the beginning of this chapter. In our case client and 

server are two laptops connected by wireless link. To generate traffic between 

them, we also use iperf. For its installation you need two have an Internet 

connection. Type one command: 

 

sudo apt-get install iperf 

 

and you get the newest version of it. Also, two perform this experiment, you need 

to have Wireshark sniffer. We use simple configuration script to create test link: 

 

1. #!/bin/bash  

2. inteface_name=wlan0  

3. sudo ifconfig $inteface_name up  

4. sudo ifconfig $inteface_name 192.168.4.$1  
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5. sudo ifconfig $inteface_name down  

6. sudo iwconfig $inteface_name essid "ASD" mode Ad-Hoc channel 7  

7. sudo ifconfig $inteface_name down  

8. sudo iwconfig $inteface_name essid "ASD"  

9. sudo ifconfig $inteface_name up  

10. sudo iw dev $inteface_name interface add mon type monitor  

11. sudo ifconfig mon up 

 

 This script is for server side. For client part it is the same but without 9 and 

10 lines. This script has only one parameter which is last number of ip address. 

And you also need to change variable interface_name in line 2, to name of your 

wireless interface. To get all needed values, you should run wireshark on “mon” 

interface from server side.  

5.6 IPERF usage 

 

 Usage of iperf on both mesh and simple nodes almost the same, but with one 

difference. If you ran iperf on mesh nodes, you need to use “./” before command.  

 So iperf can be run in two different modes: client and server. You can see all 

parameters of iperf by using “--help” option. In this document, you can find only 

commands which we use in our experiment. 

 

Table 3. IPERF usage at experiment 

Side Command 

client iperf -c 192.168.4.2 -u -P 1 -i 1 -p 5001 -f k -b 1.0M -t 10 -T 1 

server iperf -s -u -P 0 -i 1 -p 5001 -f k 

 

 Firstly, you start server side and then client side. Important thing is that if 

you want to write all iperf output to any file, you can easily do it by adding line 
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“><file_name>.txt” to the end of iperf command. It wiil redirect all data from 

terminal screen to file_name.txt. It can be very useful because this output contains 

information about bandwidth changing in experiment. 

 So that, now we finish description of our tools and we can continue with 

detailed description of experiment. 

 

5.7 Experiment description 

 

 As we said in the beginning, goal of experiment is to investigate influence of 

interference on tested link. Main parameter, which we need to measure, is RSSI 

(received strength signal indicator). Additionally we need to measure, bandwidth 

and PLR (packet loss ratio). Value of RSSI we can get from wireshark. Other 

values can be found in iperf output. 

 Experiment consists of twelve runs. We divide it on three parts. The first 

part is clean experiment, what mean that there is no data transmitted between mesh 

nodes. So that, we can get clean values for all rates in tested link. We decided to 

use three rates: 1Mbit/s, 10Mbit/s, 54Mbit/s. Duration of each run is 120s. 

 After getting clean values we start the second part of experiment. In this part 

we start to transmit data between mesh nodes with rate 1Mbit/s. Then we repeat all 

runs for tested link. 

 

Table 4. Experiment runs 

 

Mesh rate, Mbits,s Tested link rate, Mbits/s Duration of run, s 

 

0(clean experiment) 

1 120 

10 120 

54 120 

 1 120 
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1 10 120 

54 120 

 

10 

1 120 

10 120 

54 120 

 

54 

1 120 

10 120 

54 120 

  1440 
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5.8 Results and conclusions 

 

 We have plotted three types of dependencies: 

5.8.1 Investigation of interference influence for different tested link rates, if 

mesh rate is constant. 

Clean experiment: 

 

Mesh rate is 1Mbits/s: 

 

 

 

 

RSSI, dB 

Sec 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 
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Mesh rate is 10 Mbits/s: 

Mesh rate is 54 Mbits/s: 

 

5.8.2 Investigation of interference influence for one tested link rate if mesh 

rate is varies. 

Tested link rate is 1 Mbits/s: 

 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 
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Test link rate is 10 Mbits/s: 

 

Test link rate is 54 Mbits/s: 

 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 

RSSI, dB 

 

Sec 
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5.8.3 Investigation of interference influence on PLR (packet loss rate) 

 

 

5.9 Conclusions 

 

1. At first group of plots we can see that influence of interference, created by 

UDP traffic is the same as for slow test link as for fast link. So, we can not 

see any difference between influences on 1 Mbit/s link and 54 Mbit is link. 

2. At the second group, we can see interesting results at the first plot (for 1 

Mbit/s test link). If you look at this, it is possible to catch interference 

influence. You see that average RSSI value for interference-free experiment 

is less than for experiments with interference. But also, it is impossible to 

catch difference between interference, created by slow or fast link. At other 

plots in this group it is impossible even to estimate difference between clean 

experiment and experiment with interference. 

3. And the last group is investigation of PLR on interference dependency. Plot, 

represented above reflects experiment at all. It is obvious here, that PLR 

increases in respect with increasing of mesh rate. Difference between PLR 

for 1 Mbit/s mesh rate and 54 Mbit/s is more than in two times for any tested 

link rate.
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A. Appendix. ns3 traffic generator 
 

 

 

A.1 Client Application 

 

 

#include <fstream>  

#include <stdio.h>  

#include "ns3/core-module.h"  

#include "ns3/simulator-module.h"  

#include "ns3/helper-module.h"  

#include "ns3/emu-helper.h"  

#include "ns3/net-device.h"  

#include "ns3/mac48-address.h"  

#include "ns3/node-module.h"  

#include "strings.h"  

#include "ns3/application.h"  

#include "ns3/udp-echo-client.h"  

//#include "ns3/ptr.h"  

using namespace ns3;  

 

NS_LOG_COMPONENT_DEFINE ("EmulatedUdpEchoExample");  

 

int  

main (int argc, char *argv[])  

{  

  LogComponentEnable("UdpEchoClientApplication", LOG_LEVEL_INFO);  

  LogComponentEnable("UdpEchoServerApplication", LOG_LEVEL_INFO);  

  std::string deviceName ("mesh");  

  std::string encapMode ("Dix");  

  int protocol = 1;  

  std::string rate ("11Mbps");  
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  uint32_t nNodes = 8;  

  uint32_t packetSize = 1024;  

  uint32_t maxPacketCount = 50;  

  uint32_t nods = 1;  

  uint32_t nodd = 3;  

  uint32_t content_flag = 1;  

  std::string packet_content ("NS3_generated_packet");  

  Time interPacketInterval = Seconds (0.1);  

  double simulation_time = 20.0;  

  //  

  // Allow the user to change traffic parametrs, via command-line  

  //  

  CommandLine cmd;  

  cmd.AddValue("deviceName", "deviceName", deviceName);  

  cmd.AddValue("nods", "nods", nods);  

  cmd.AddValue("nodd", "nodd", nodd);  

  cmd.AddValue("rate", "rate", rate);  

  cmd.AddValue("protocol", "protocol", protocol);  

  cmd.AddValue("packetSize", "packetSize", packetSize);  

  cmd.AddValue("maxPacketCount", "maxPacketCount", maxPacketCount);  

  cmd.AddValue("simulation_time", "simulation_time", simulation_time);  

  cmd.AddValue("interPacketInterval", "interPacketInterval", interPacketInterval);  

  cmd.AddValue("packet_content", "packet_content", packet_content);  

  cmd.AddValue("content_flag", "content_flag", content_flag);  

  cmd.Parse (argc, argv);  

 

  GlobalValue::Bind ("SimulatorImplementationType",  

  StringValue ("ns3::RealtimeSimulatorImpl"));  

  //  

  // Nodes creation.  

  //  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Create nodes.");  

  NodeContainer n;  

  n.Create (nNodes);  

 

  InternetStackHelper internet;  

  internet.Install (n);  
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  //  

  // Device creation  

  //  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Create channels.");  

  EmuHelper emu;  

  emu.SetAttribute ("DeviceName", StringValue (deviceName));  

  emu.SetAttribute ("EncapsulationMode", StringValue (encapMode));  

  NetDeviceContainer d = emu.Install (n);  

  //  

  //mac_addresses  

  //  

  Mac48Address mas_adr []={"00:26:5a:01:45:cd", "00:24:01:14:42:26", 

"00:24:01:14:42:28", "00:24:01:9f:04:d2", "00:24:01:9f:04:cb", 

"00:24:01:9f:04:e1", "00:24:01:9f:04:c7", "00:24:01:9f:04:63"};  

  int k;  

  uint32_t j = 0;  

  for (k=0;k<8;++k)  

  {  

  Ptr<NetDevice> nd = d.Get (j);  

  Ptr<EmuNetDevice> ed = nd->GetObject<EmuNetDevice> ();  

  ed->SetAddress (mas_adr[j]);  

  j++;  

  }  

  //  

  //Now we need to assign IP addresses.  

  //  

  Ipv4AddressHelper ipv4;  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Assign IP Addresses.");  

  ipv4.SetBase ("192.168.2.0", "255.255.255.0");  

  Ipv4InterfaceContainer i = ipv4.Assign (d);  

  //  

  //Static routing  

  //  

  Ipv4StaticRoutingHelper ipv4RoutingHelper;  

  Ptr<Ipv4> ipv4Node;  

  Ptr<Ipv4StaticRouting> staticRoutingNode;  

  uint32_t nod = 0;  
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    while (nod < nNodes){  

   

    ipv4Node = n.Get(nod)->GetObject<Ipv4> ();  

    staticRoutingNode = ipv4RoutingHelper.GetStaticRouting (ipv4Node);  

     

    int leftNodes = nod - 1;  

    int leftExit = leftNodes;  

 

    while (leftNodes>=0) {  

     

    staticRoutingNode->AddHostRouteTo (i.GetAddress (leftNodes), i.GetAddress 

(leftExit), 1);  

    leftNodes--;  

    }  

 

    uint32_t rightNodes = nod + 1;  

    int rightExit = rightNodes;  

 

    while (rightNodes<=nNodes-1) {  

     

    staticRoutingNode->AddHostRouteTo (i.GetAddress (rightNodes), 

i.GetAddress (rightExit), 1);  

    rightNodes++;  

 

    }  

 

   nod++;  

  }  

 

  //  

  GlobalValue::Bind ("ChecksumEnabled", BooleanValue (true));  

  //  

  //traffic sources  

  //  

  nodd=nodd-1;  

  nods=nods-1;  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Create Applications.");  

  if (protocol==1)  
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  {     

   UdpEchoClientHelper client3 (i.GetAddress (nodd), 45555);  

   client3.SetAttribute ("MaxPackets", UintegerValue (maxPacketCount));  

   client3.SetAttribute ("Interval", TimeValue (interPacketInterval));  

   client3.SetAttribute ("PacketSize", UintegerValue (packetSize));  

   ApplicationContainer apps3 = client3.Install (n.Get (nods));  

   

 if (content_flag==1)  

 {  

  Ptr<Application> aplic=n.Get(nods)->GetApplication(0);  

  Application* apl=PeekPointer(aplic);  

  UdpEchoClient* udpc;  

  udpc = (UdpEchoClient*) apl;  

  udpc->SetFill(packet_content);  

 }  

 

   apps3.Start (Seconds (2.0));  

   apps3.Stop (Seconds (simulation_time));  

  }  

  else  

  {  

  uint16_t sinkport = 45555;  

  // Create the OnOff applications to send TCP to the server  

  OnOffHelper sourceHelper ("ns3::TcpSocketFactory", Address ());  

  sourceHelper.SetAttribute ("OnTime", RandomVariableValue (ConstantVariable 

(simulation_time)));  

  sourceHelper.SetAttribute ("OffTime", RandomVariableValue (ConstantVariable 

(0)));  

 

  AddressValue remoteAddress (InetSocketAddress (i.GetAddress (nodd), 

sinkport));  

 

  sourceHelper.SetAttribute ("Remote", remoteAddress);  

  sourceHelper.SetAttribute ("DataRate", DataRateValue(DataRate(rate)));  

  sourceHelper.SetAttribute ("PacketSize", UintegerValue (1500));  

   

  ApplicationContainer sourceApp;  
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  sourceApp.Add (sourceHelper.Install (n.Get(nods)));  

  sourceApp.Start (Seconds (0.005));  

  sourceApp.Stop (Seconds (simulation_time));  

  }  

//############################################ 

   // Now, do the actual simulation;  

  //  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Run Simulation.");  

  Simulator::Run ();  

  Simulator::Destroy ();  

  NS_LOG_INFO ("Done.");  

} 

 

 

A.2 Server application 

 

 

#include <sys/types.h>  

#include <sys/socket.h>  

#include <netinet/in.h>  

#include <stdio.h>  

#include <string.h>  

#include <errno.h>  

#include <resolv.h>  

#include <iostream>  

#include <cstdlib>  

#include <string>  

 

int main()  

{  

    int sock;  

    struct sockaddr_in addr;  

 

    char buf[100];  

    int bytes_read;  

 

    sock = socket(AF_INET, SOCK_DGRAM, 0);  

    if(sock < 0)  
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    {  

        perror("socket");  

        exit(1);  

    }  

 

    addr.sin_family = AF_INET;  

    addr.sin_port = htons(45555);  

    addr.sin_addr.s_addr = htonl(INADDR_ANY);  

 

    if(bind(sock, (struct sockaddr *)&addr, sizeof(addr)) < 0)  

    {  

        perror("bind");  

        exit(2);  

    }  

    int i=0;  

    while(1)  

    {  

 

        bytes_read = recvfrom(sock, buf, 100, 0, NULL, NULL);  

 

        printf(buf);  

     std::cout<<" "<<i++;  

     std::cout<<"\n";  

    }  

 

    return 0;  

} 
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